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Alabama Vocal Association, September 8, 2017 
 

Repertoire Challenges for Developing Singers, Judy Bowers 
 
PRE-REQUISITE:  Middle School and upper grade Elementary boys must match pitch.  
Maintaining multiple parts for treble singers is often quite challenging, but for boys who 
don’t match pitch, this task can seem impossible.  It is easier to audition out in the short 
term, but so much better in the long term, if boys are asked to sing pitches they actually 
have and can produce (this could be 1 or 2 tones for a while).  
 

A Hierarchy for Independent Singing 
 

1.  Sing a melody  (middle school mixed choirs:  find phrases that fit each section, adapt 
treble music, sing as SATB) 

    
 2.  Add an ostinato (rhythmic, melodic) 
 
 3.  Use partner songs 
 

4. Add a descant 
 

5.  Sing chord roots    
 

6.  Add vocal chording, as possible (sample I  IV  V, below) 
 

  MM//  FF//  MM//  RR// 
 
  SS//  LL//  SS//  SS// 
 
  DD//  DD//  DD//  TT// 
 
 7.  Sing phrases or sections of a round 
 
 8.  Sing rounds and canons 
 

9.  Sing "Transition" pieces (elements from above appear in score) 
Ostinato, Descant, Partner Song, Canonic entrances, Call/Response, etc. 
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         10.    Sing Part Songs---2-4 voices  
 

Sample Unison Song for Pitch Matching:   PHRASE METHOD 
 

 
 

Re-Voicing Treble Music For “Unbalanced” Choirs 
 

A choir with 53 girls, 6 treble boys, 5 baritones, and 4 “wrong note phonators” should 
NOT be asked to sing SATB or SAB music for important reasons you already know.  
Treble Choir and Low Voice Choir are a great solution in middle school if that option is 
available (scheduling often prohibits this until a principal “drinks the Kool-Aid”).  
 
An immediate solution is to RE-VOICE treble music.  This approach supports asking 
students to sing pitches they have, builds vocal part independence, and creates 
opportunities for expressive performances. 
  
Using treble music maintains a healthy range for young treble singers and then allows 
careful addition of changing or changed boys to pitches within their ranges. 
  
ST/AB   AB/AT 
 
S,S,A sung as S/B,A,T  (I stole this idea from Boy Choir) 
 
I will try most ANYTHING that is vocally healthy. 
 
SAB ISSUES for middle school singers:  Alto girl range, Low Baritone range 
 


